Lynda started with UC San Diego and IPPS in 2014 excited to welcome her to our team. she’ll have as our Social Responsibility & eProcurement Specialist. We’re excited about Lynda’s continued growth within IPPS and the new varied impact transition, and overseeing our first reverse auction.

UC San Diego employees can visit surplus.ucsd.edu for more information. If you are responsible for buying goods or services for your department, consider Think Surplus first!

Neutral Last-Mile initiative. We’ve committed to reducing our carbon footprint by reducing our emissions service fleet by 2025. With our newest addition of an all-electric bike fleet, we can help secure the best rates and help reduce our carbon emissions.
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Think Surplus first! With a wide range of options, Think Surplus is the place to go for sustainability. From electronics to office supplies, we have what you need at great prices. Visit the store today!

In Case You Missed It

Support Logistics 2.0 Carbon Neutral Last-Mile Update

New Electric Bike

Logistics 2.0 Carbon Neutral Last-Mile Update

Back to Business Travel Tips from Balboa Travel

Navigating the rental car shortage has generally slowed car production. With travel picking up again, car shortages and delays have become the norm. However, there are ways to navigate this challenge and ensure a smooth journey.

Here are a few tips to help UC San Diego travelers navigate the car rental shortage:

1. Plan ahead: Reserve your car as early as possible to avoid last-minute surcharges.
2. Compare prices: Use multiple car rental websites to compare prices and find the best deal.
3. Consider alternative transportation: If possible, consider using public transportation, ride-sharing services, or bike rentals.
4. Be flexible: Be open to alternative car rental options, such as airport shuttles or car-sharing services.

Have questions? Contact our Travel team via the Travel website for further details and guidance.

Plan your trip with confidence and Think Surplus first! With a wide range of options, Think Surplus is the place to go for sustainability. From electronics to office supplies, we have what you need at great prices. Visit the store today!
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